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    The eighteenth century in England was one of conflict' under a

veneer of calm The social and political order which seemingly fell' apart

during the' dnglish Civil． War of 1642 struggled anew for stability in an

unstable world． As Pat Rogers points out， the iriterests of'the age were

varied， including not only politics， religion， and societal divisions but also

'psychology， art， and landscape gardening （“lntroducti6n” 72-74）． The

writers of that period reflected those interests in their work； the．focus

seemed

      the continuity and the dignity of the uniquely human-man's wi11，

      conscience， and yeaming for order and peace-menaced as alWays

      by brutality， vanity， sloth， and stupidity． ． ． ． （Tillotsbn et al． 18）

    In November， 1740， Samuel Richardsori published his novel Pamela，'

or．Iili吻θ1～ewardα」， which in epistolary form sought to instruct“hand・

，some Girls， who were oblig'ed to go out to Service， as we phrase it， 'how to

avoid the Snares that might be laid against their Virtue．．．” （qtd．．in

'Tillot'son et al． 767）． The “menacing” of Pamela's virtue or moral Stability

by Mr． B一'Vs importuriities， or rathet her．refusal to submit to M；． BL一一

withbut the blessing of matrimony， seemed ridiculous to another novelist

of the period， Henry Fielding． Althotigh Fielding did not dis．agree with

Richa rdson's moral purpose， he became “heartily disg usted” at Pamela's

“pfudential morality” （Tillotson et al． 727） and set out to contrast that

heroine with his own description of， a's Maurice Johnson notes，

      life as it really is-with all its foibles and mild madnesses strongly

      delineated： the' affectations bf deceit， ostentation， and avaricious-

      ness， the vanity and hypo'crisy． ． ． ． （58）
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    Publi§hed a昇onymously in 1742， Th e HdStory（ゾth e Adventures（ゾ

losePh Andrez（s， and of His Fn'end， Mr． Abraham Adams．．．' reveals

Fieldingls concem for truth． Martin C． Battestin states that “ （t）he

difficulty of distirig uishing． ttuth ． from appea ranc．es is Fielding's constqnt

theme．．，” （Prom'denc e 178）， and with such purpose， his characters are

“neither idealizations nor mon＄ters，” but fully human' （Johnson 60）． ln ・

the preface to／bsOPh・4ndreaS， Fielding examines the nature of the ridi・

culous： its source， he says， is affectation proceeding 'from either vanity

or hypocrisy （xxix）．i ' gis characters reflect that affectation， those masks

behind which social beings hide their true natures， which ， Fielding． saw'

operating in Richardson's heroine． Even Fielding's．Joseph Andrews and

Fanny Goodwi11 are ‘fm． ask ed” in a way-he as． a footman， she as an

orphanTbut their true natures， tak en from them by Fate （or the gypsies），

become known to them and to everyone else before the novel ends． ．Prior

to中e revelatigns of the poor pedlar， the mask ing is only alluded to by the

narratOr in his discussion of Joseph's and Fanny's outward appearance．

    As Sedn Shesqreen notes， Fielding claimed in 'his f‘Essay on the

Knowledge of the Characters of M． en” that ，the inward pas．sions indicate

their presence externally in the countenance （78）．． Because Jpseph in

reality is th6 son of a gentleman， his outward appearance gives hi血

“an air which，'to' @those who have not seen many nobleman， would g ive

an．idea'of nobility”（1，．viii，22）． In Book皿，the narratOr refers again to this．

reflection of internal qualities in outward・forms： “．．． as the drapery

of a picture， which though一 fashion varies at different times， the resem-

blance of the'
モ盾浮itenapce．is not一 by those means diminished” 〈i，，174）．・

oseph， though he works qs a footmqn， remains a・gentleman in action and

ppearance； Mrs． ToW-wouse of the Dragon lnn，' though she in， an earlier

ge may，have，sat upon a throne （the nartator imagines）， Wbuld remain，

ypocritical． However， other characters' features dQ not seem to corres-

ond with their intemal natures： Timotheus （plain Tim） of the Lion lnn

・・k・1ik・ ・ ，1童・n b・ゆ・h・v・・1ik・・a・1・inb（1，'X 堰C34）；th・d・ct・・．whg pl・y・a

rick 6n Parson Adams in Book III had “a g ravity of coUntenance which

ould have deceived a more knowing man” （vii， 235）； the Catholic

priest is seen by the host of an inn first as having the face of an honest
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man and then that of a “confounded rog ue” （III， viii， 239-40）． ln loseph

Andrews itself， Fieldingis view remains ambivalent at best as the cha racter

study teflects not only one person's “countenance” but also his viewe！s

own se'nsibilities．

    The narrator， in one of his many dig ressions， states that his “history”

of Joseph Andrews・ is valid because he writes “not of men， but of man' ?

@ers；'

not of an individua1， but a species”（皿， i，、173）．2 As． such， the minute or

panicular．details of occupation or social Position are not important to the

discernment of truth or moral character． For example， when Joseph has

．been beaten， robbed， and stripped by two ruffians， only a lowly postilion

（later transported． for stealing chickens） offers him a gqrment with which

to cover himsel£ The gentlemen， ladies， and ceachman Spend time laugh-

ing at Joseph's predicament， reflecting on their own “discomfort” 4t being

confronted by such a naked apparition， and generallY ignoring the oppor-

tunity to help one in need （1， xi-i）． Actions rather than position reveal the

moral nature of ' モ?≠窒≠モ狽?窒刀D Although脚ch of the na士rat6fs reflections on

morality takes the 'form of “objective” observation of action， he and other

chatacters also depend Qn． explicit comparisons in formulating their own '

conception o f Qthers and， ir｝ that way， infl uencing the perception gained by

the reader． As Sheridan Baker observes， by using “the durable and typical

ideas．．． （and） permanent types of charactef' Fielding can “represent the

lasting truths of human nature” （360）． Those “durable and typical ・ideas'i

are often comparisons taken from Fielding's “own version of ‘nature' （i． e．

his societY） ． ． ．， combining incidental satire with an implicit satiric

characterization of the world ass' 浮高??as a familiar point of reference

between his reader and himself' （Goldberg 247）．

    The small n umber of characters （generally from the lower social

classes） who shoW positive values are opposed by others from all classes

who '“expose worldly vanity and hypocrisy” '（Shesgreen 73）． Characters，

comPared among themselves， are also likened ・to classical and Biblical

fig ures， animals， objects， and even persons depicted in Hogarth's ．works．

Arthur Sherbo notes that writers would-often make comparisons instead

of g iving deta皿ed physical description of characters （187）． In ／1）∫砂ぬ

Andrezas，'indeed， Fielding （or the qarrator） seldom focuses on a charactef s
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physical attributes：Lady Booby，．・Mr． WilSon， Parson Barnabas， Fanny's

‘‘

翌盾浮撃пD be”ravisher， and others are not g量ven‘‘looks，”unless one wishes

to refer to the thicknes§of a skull or the fleeting emotion of surprise

so evident on a charactefs face that t． ??narrator often refuses to describe

it．

    Sheridan Baker notes that the comparisons which are made in／bs¢帥

．4ndrews and other． Fielding works are often clich6d e）～pressions． One

popular eighteenth c6ntury clich6 which．links courtship to a hunt is

used by Fielding in Book IV， Chapter vii：

      〔B〕ythe age of ten，〔girls〕have coritracted such a dread and

      abhorrence of the above・named mons亡er〔a boy〕，・that whenever

      they s6e him they fly from him as the innocent hare doth from

      the greyhomd．（288）

Othg・cli・h6・、 ib御崩η4鱗毎・1・d・heart・a・flint．（1・ii・77；皿・

xi，249）；persons in a state of． surprise as statues（1，viii，24；H，iv，92；IV，

xiv，325）；LoYe as．an arrnoury with．arrows， cannon， and kisses in its

art皿1ery（L～（Viii，69；∬ジiv，100；IV， i，264）；10ve as an illness（豆，iv，86；．

IV，』xiii，317）；th（｝．passionS as a horse to be bridled．and controlled （1，

v茸i，21；' ｳvi，109）；asinger a6 a nightingale（R；xii，．140）；，a coward I as

aChicken（H・， ix，．123）；and loud snoring as the braying of an．ass（皿1'，

vi，220）． However， such expressions do not detract frorh the value of the

      ノ                                                ロ

novel as some critics．might suppose；．as Baker states， the use of the

clich6，‘‘th（∋faYo1うte old hat・．of speもch・is．ρharacteristic qf the talke！，

（361）．The．use of fam丑iarごomparisons aids the narrat6r in forming a

bond with his reader， as「well． Homer Goldberg considers the narrator's

use of sim猛es and metaphors to be part of“an amalgam of facetiously

adopted manners”（235）；thus the clich6s・add another creatiye， though

often repetitious， layer to the narrator， s own mask．3．'

    Althoug h the narrator and othetcharacters avoid physi（；al description

for th6 most part， they do rely on other fotms of portrayal． Sometimes

acharacter W皿l cqmpare another figure to an oblect・without，realizing

that．such a comparison reflects more upon．his own nature． In Book II，

Chapt¢r xvi， Parson Adams， Joseph， ahd Fanny meet a gentleman who

proceeds to promise them food， shelt6r，．horses， and money。 However，
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the gentleman thenfollows each offer lvith a politely worded denial；

Joseph states that“those masters who promise the most perfoml the least”

（164），acertain reminder of the gent16man's earlier comparison of the

parson of that parish to“a puffed． up． empty human bladder”（159）． A1-

though this gentleman appears generous to a faUlt， he iS in reality empty

of any real“inclinatioh to serve”others（160）． In a mo士e develoPed attempt

to shbw・．a compari＄on reflecting on oneself instead of on one's intended

target， the narrator records in． Book皿，Chapter x， the conversation of a

poe七and a player conceming the current poor state of the drama． The

poet blames the actors while the player denigrates the playwrights．

Although the discussion ends wi‡hout the men reaching a compromise，

the comparisons which the poet makes throughout his speeches reflect

upon his own writihg ability． He compares plays to trees and mushrooms

which“shoot up spontaneously， as it were， in a rich so軋，， the muses to

vines which may be pruned， and．the unreceptive town to“a peevish child”

．（245）・Unf・伽n・t・ly・thi・p・et'§“・i・h・・ir'・eems c・vered with m・・e

fertilizer than g rowing plants．

    Generally， the more．extended comparisons'belong to the narrator．

His most successful comparisons are memorable， incorporating legal and

military temls， animal imagery， and more． The narrator states that human

life is like a chess game in which oftep a person， by guarding one side

of the board，‘‘is apt to leave an unguarded opening on the othef，（1，xvi，

55）．When des¢ribing the shift from fear to love in a young'girl's feelingミ '

for， a boy（“the monster”）， the narrator says that the human mind tends

“to lik ip from one extreme to its opposite， as easily， and almost a合 suddenly，「

as a bird from one bough to anothef'（N， vii，288）． In reference t6 MrL

                                         ノ
Tow．wouse，s adultery with Betty theρhamber卑aid， he compares hUman

passion to“water which is stopt from its．usual current in one place，，

only to trickle in another direction（1， xviii，69）．・

    The narrator focuses again on the passions irlt hls examination of

Lady Booby's agitated rhental state after sh6 has dismissed Joseph from

her servibe． Prio士 to his dismissal， Joseph has truthfully denied the charge

of impregnating one of Lady Booby's maids and has steadfastly refused

to‘‘dally，'secretly， and therefore honorably， with the lady herself． Instead
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of remarking upon the similarity with the Biblical Joseph and ・Potiphars

wife， the narrator chooses to compare her indecisivgness at “Joseph's

sentence” to a courtroom trial in which two lawyers， Serieant Bramble

and Seijeant Puzzle， merely submit arguments that result in

      confusion in the tortured'minds of the hearers ．．． and neither

      judge nor jury can possibly血ake anything．of the matter；all

      things are so enveloped by． the careful serjeants in doubt and

      obscurity． （ 1 ， ix， 29）

Goldberg applauds this comparison， “（f）or all its unexpectedness；' as

“a vivid and accurate rendering of' @Lady Booby's tangled emotional

conflict” （263）； Henry Fielding's own career as a lawyer undoubtedly

aided the vividness and accuracy pf this description．

    Later， in'Book M， Chapter ix， the narrator draws upon militqry

jargon to describe a fight in an inn bedchamber as Adams and Joseph

struggle to protect Fanny against “an old half-pay officer' and his men．

As the two sides meet on “the field， or．rather chamber of battle，” the

tactics described follow tetms of military attack： the Captain rriarches

to the door and opens it to find ‘ithe enemy drawn up three deep； Adams

in the front and Fanny in'thel reaf' （243）． Such a comparison aids the

narrator in his attempt to reveal中e truth behind Fanny's abduction by

the captain ： the captain's mqster lusts after herr The fight in the chamber

sees as weapons one “hanga！' or shortsword， a fu11 chamber pot， and a

dirty mop． An earlier battle in which Adams is attacked by a pack' 盾

hounds is also seemingly commemorated by the narrator as he overlQads

the 'readefs senses with mock-Homeric praise of the dogs' eourage， helped

qs he is by' @“the muse （who） hath with ．her usual dig nity related this

prodigious batt！le， a battle we apprehend never equalled by any poet，

romance or life writer whatever．．．” （M， vi， 225）． The narratofs too

obvious support of the captain and Qf the dogs leads the・ reader to side

with “the enemy，” in these ｛）a＄es the actual heroes of his tale．

    In 'the same descriptive． manner， the narrator reveals Fanny's hopeful

ravisher， he of the thick sk u11， to be similar to a fighting cock when

responding to a一 “rival，” imMediately quitting his amorous play・ and

tuming on his competition（K， ix， 122）． How' ever， his rival is none dther
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  than Parson Adams， a man whose wife later rebukes him for advocating a

  fOolish doctrine “that husbands can lbve their wives too well” （ N， viii， 300）．

  Perhaps a hen-pecked husband． but “no chick en，” Adams rescues Fanny ；

  he shows himself capable of defeating both the raviSher and the narratofs

  own simile （Goldberg 235）． Surprisingly enough， Adams receives ・more

  comparisons to animals'than any other character in the novel一： he is'as

  fast in walk ing as a g reyhound is in runn，ing （fi， vii， 114）； as unaware

  of societal ，mores as the cat on the table（ll，xiii， 144）； “as brisk as a bee”

  （皿，ii，176）；as quick as“a large jack・hare'！when chased by dogs（皿，

  vi，223）；as dangerous as a badger at bay（皿，vi，227）；and possessed t）th

  df a “fist rather iess than the kpuckle of an ox” （1，xv， 51） and of a snore

  i‘lbuder than the usual braying of the animal with long ears” （ M ， vi， 220）．

' Why Adams， whom Fielding calls “a character of perfect simplicity”

  and innocence， should，receive such varied comments pdssibly relates to his

  portrayal as a mari with social flaws of his own： as Johnson states，'

  “（d）ivine excellence and human defect are joined in Parson Ada'ms” （81）．

      Other characters are joined more forcibly by the narrator to animal

  traits． Notably in the instances of Mrs． Slipslop， Mrs． Tow-wouse， Parson

  Ttulliber， and Beau Didapper， the narrator relies upon physical characteri-

  zation to link human nature with anim．al nature． Although Sherbo states

  that Fielding shows little consistent interest in physical characterization

  （180），the writer of／bseph Andrems shows an admirable facility ih

  i‘（c）hoosing ahimals that 4re symbolic of，the mo ra1 6r intellectual qualities

  he sees in a figure” （Shesgreen 44）． Mrs． Slipslop， Lady Booby's waiting-

  gentlewoman， resembles a cow： she is short， fat， bf a reddish hue｝ with

  small ey'es arid a large nose． Fbr the narrator， the ． resemblance is parti-

  cularly striking beca use of the “two brown globes which she carried before

  hef！ and which Adams later terms “two mountains” （1， vi， 15； IV， xiv，'

  323）． Shesg reen relates the cow to sloth and animality （99）， the first of

  which qualities seems counteracted by the second in the harratofs next

  description ：

        As when・ a hungry tig ress， who long has・ travetsed the woods in

        fruitless search， sees within the reach of her claws a lamb， she

        prepares to leap on her prey； or as a voracious pike of immenSe
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     ・size， surVeys through the liquid element a roach o r g udgeon， which

      cannot escape her jaws， opens them wide to swallow the little

      fish ； so did Mrs． Slipslbp prepare to lay her violent amorous hands

      on the poor Joseph．．．．（1， vi， 17）‘

Mrs． Slipslop tends to equate lust and food， a further note of her “anir

mality”： in Book・ 'N， Chapter i， she says her body is not “meat・ for a

footman” （266） and later conipares her enjoyment of a man'to the eating

of sweetmeats （xiii， 317）．

    Mrs． Tow-wouse， whose husband owns the Dragon lnn， also receives

the' loving descriptive care of the narrator． She， too， is short and has

small eyes． ln contrast to Slipslop， thQugh， she is thin and crooked， with

a sharp nose， thin lips， and a loud， coarse voice （1， xiv， 46）． GQIdberg

remarks，that the narrators description of her face seemFs that of a

topogtapher， her forehead a type of terrain which “descended in a declivi-

ty；' or that of a naturalist， the “two bones” of her cheeks like those of some

specimen （233-4）． Her actions， howeveri are necessary for the reader to

flesh out the narrato！s compari＄on： she curse＄ constantly and seems

without charity for the wounded Joseph until she believes him a 'gentle-

man． Later， ' 唐??reacts with such violence to her husband's-dalliance with

Betty the chambermaid that her association to the small and ferocious

weasel becomes clearer； Because that an-imal is nbt named in the narratoes．

description， the reader might also believe that Mrs． Tow-wouse is a

veritable drag6n herself， as she seems to breathe fire every time she opens

her mouth． As Betty tries to borrow one of Mr． Tow-wouse's shirts for

Joseph to wear， Mrs． Tow-wouse responds，

      Touch・one if you・dare， you slut．．．．・（Y）our master is a pretty

      sort of a man， to take'in naked yagabonds， and clothe them with

      his own clothes． 1 shall have'no such doings． lf you offer to． touch

      anything， 1'11 throw the chamber-pot at your head． ．'．．（1， xii， 40）

    NeXt in the parade of animals is Parson Trulliber，・a man whose

enormo us size and greed make the 1ink to a hog easy enough without

mention of his week-day profession： he “was a parson on Sundays， but

all the bther six might more' Cproperly be called a farmef' whose chief

duties lay in taking care of his hogs． The narra' 狽盾?draws this comparison
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even further when he describes Trullibefs size as “being， with much ale，

rendered little inferior to that Qf the beasts he sold”； Trullibefs “ro-

tundity” increases visually because the parson is short， “his shadow ascend-

ing very near as far in height，一when he lay on his' back， as when he stood

on his legs” （ ll ， xiv， 148）． Although this'minister speaks often of charity一

“though he never gave a farthing， he had always' 狽?≠?word in his

mouth” （ ll ， xv， 156） 一he refuses to provide fourteen shillings to Parson

．Adams and friends on their joumey and seems as shocked' at Adams'

innocent request as， so the narrator． states， a lawyer who prepares himself

to receive a fee from a stranger he thought a client， only to have a writ

setved against him instead （ ll ， xiv， 152）．

    The last of these animal portraits aPpears in Book-N as JdSeph，

Fanny， and Adams， have returned to the country seat of Lady Booby．

In her plans to ・end Joseph and Fanny's attachment， Lady Booby enlists

the aid of her friend Beau Didapper， a young man of， wealth “entirely well

．sati・fi・d wi中． hi・・wn pers・n・nd p・rt・〔・nd〕…very・pt t・・idi・Ul・

and laugh at 'any'imperfection in anothef' （N， ix， 302）． This young

“perfecti' gentleman is very short， thin， pale， with “very 'narrow shoulders

and no calP' and little hair． His' ?≠b奄狽浮≠?gait， the narrator points out，

seem＄ to be “hopping，” not walking． ln'addition to his aPpeatance， his

very name contributes to the narratofs' comparisori of this “little person，

or rather thing” （303） to a． bird： a '“didapper，” according to the Oxford

Engldsh Dt'ctiondry， is a small water 'bird “characterized by a short body，

flattened and webbed feet set far behind， and the virtual absence Qf tail．”

This “virtual absence of tail” may in fact refer to Beau Didappefs learning

or intelligence； the narrator．states that “（t）he qualifiCations of his mind

were well adapted to his person” which seems not a man at一 all． His extent

of learning includes “a little French and ．．： two or three ltalian ．songs”

（302）．

    In other matters， the narrator attributes human qualities to emotions，

events，，'or ideas． He'refers， in that time-hondred way， to Fortyme aS a

fickle woman and to the， moming as a lady， who in' her “walk over the，

eastern．hi11＄” meets “that gallant person the Sun （who） stole softly from

his wife's chamber to．pay his addresses to her”（皿， iv，210）． This last
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instance reveals the nafratofs ability to． place his 6wn current societal

conventions br practices， as with the earlier us'e of Bramble and Pu．zzle，

within his comparisohs： the Morning has “a countenance blooming一 with

fresh youth and sPrightliness， 1ike Miss '・・'”．．．；' at which point the

narrator asserts in a footnote that '“Miss '''””' may be （w）hoever・the

reader pleases．”

    By far his most elaborate use of personification appears in Book 1 ，

Chapter xv， in which the narrator gives Vanity・the qui lities of a harlot

or aノ伽〃zeノ伽16：

      The greatest villainies are daily practiced to plea＄e thee； 'nor is the

     ．meanest thief below， nor the greatest hero above， thy notiee． Thy

      embraces qre often the sole aim and sole reward of the private

      'robbery ahd the plundered province． （53）

Avarice becomes Vanity's handmaid， Lust her pimp． ln this “metaphorjcal

drama；' as Goldberg calls it （243）， the narrator addresses Vanity famil一

ねrly：

      1 know thou wilt think that whilst I abuse thee 1 court thee．．． but

      thou are deceived：'1 value thee not of a farthing．．． for knoW， to

      thy confusion， that I have introduced thee for no other purpose than

      to lengthen Qut a'short chapter：．．．（1， xv， 54） ，

The．slap here not only rebuffs Vanity， but any reader． who may have

fallen under the narratofs rhetorical spell． ln the personifi'cations as ．well

as in the comparison of man to'animal or of emotion ．to object， the hoped

for result seems to be dividing truth from lie．

    The bewildering use of such comparisons in which the reader must

always be wary of a trap is further compounded by the' narratofs

discussion of simile'as artistic technique． By reminding the reader overtly

that he is an artist， the narrator reveals his comic attitude toward that art

or toward other artists who have （in his eyes） abused it． 一His mock-Homeric

style seems out-of-place and highly anificia1 in a work conceming the

adventures of a supposed・footman and a country parsori． ln Book '1，

Chapter ix， after deScribing Lady'Booby's internal “legal” dilemma，

the narrator・states，．・“lf it was our present business o' 獅撃?to make similes，

we could produce many more to this purpose； but a simile （as well as a
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word） to the wise” （29）． Later he adds that similes ‘fare now g enerally

agreed to become any book but the first”（ ll，i， 74）； although he uses them，

he denies them．' gowever， this last denial appears in a chapter replete

with similes．： divisions in a book are not “so much buck ram， stays， and

staytape in a tailofs bi11， serving only to make up the sum total” but

instead should be considered by the reader一“an inn or resting-plac6 where

（the reader） may stop and． take a glass or any other refreshment as it

pleases him” （ fi，， i， 72）． This metaphor so appropriate fpr the story of the

travels of Joseph and Adams contin ues： the content notes given for every

．chapter are “sd many inscriptions dver the gates of inns．” He then equates

the authofs dividing of his text with a butehefs jointing of meat （ U ， i，

74）， a somewhat・shoeking shift．

    Even when his creativity of simile-making fails him， he mentions it，

seeming to glory in that failurei When Joseph rushes to Pa'rson Adams'

・iゆ歪ighting th・h・u・ld'・．（皿・vi・224）・ th・narrat・・desc・ib・・him・・

“swift of foot” and lightning-eyed and 'then stops to comment rationally

on the reasons he wi11 not・provide the reader with a simile： first， because

a simile would interrupt the description of the furious battle （which is what ．

his explanatiop is doing anyway）， and second， because he could not

find an adequate simile for “Joseph Andrews， who is himself above the

reach of any simile．” '

    Philip Stevick points out in his discussion of metaphor in Tom lones

that the “一metaphorical activity” iS “various and unpredictabler' （29）， an

observation which surely carries to losePh A ndrews：

      Like the range of allusions， the range Qf the metaphors is extraordi-

      nary， from the traditional and formulaic， to the deliberately oafish，

      to the' irigenious， to the sublirne． （3Q． ）

In ， yet another comparison from the novel itself， the narrator describes

the difference between the satirist and the libeller：．

      ．．． （t）he former Privately correets the fault for the benefit of the

      petSon， 1ike a parent； the latter publicly exposes the person himself，

      as an example t60thers，1ike an execution6r．（皿，i，174）

This distinction， perhaps， prov／ides one key to Fielding's／bsOPh A ndrezas

and the comparisons made therein． Few bf the characterS pQrtrayed

（69）
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within its pages recognize themselves for what they really are， flawed

and imperfect individuals． Though sometimes cruel， or clich6d， or editoria・

lized， the sim員es and metaphors seek a revelation of rnan's affectations

in order to show the reader his own image． As W遡liams notes，

      Whatever type．of literature〔Fielding〕waS writing， his attitude

      w・・the sam・∵th・C・v・tg…．th・P・・dig・1， th・Ambiti・μ・・．th・

      Voluptuous， the Bully， the Vain， the Hypocrite，．the Flatterer， the

      Slanderef called aloud・for his vengeance．（xii）

But Fielding's'vengeance．．was tempered．by compassion；he intepded

not‘‘狽?v韮ify．or asperse any one'，（Preface xxxi）， but‘‘to hold the g lass to

thousands in、their closets， that they may contemplate． 狽??奄?defomlity，

and endeavor to reduce it．．．”（N， i，．174）． The compassion shares place

with the humor． Beg un as．a direct parody 6f Richardson's Pamela， loseph

A ndrezus．． came to offgr the・reader a chance，ヨs Pat Rogers states in

A ugustan Vision， to do more than feel一“to think， to recognize quo‡ations，

                                                           レ
to swap ideas，．to share jokes， to attend convivial gatherings， to止nake fresh

acqua血tances， to indulge new tastes”（277）． The sh6er variety of events

and of characters and of comparisons invites the reader， in the end，'to

recognize his own foibles，・to join the narrator in laughing at．them，

and to change them．

                             Notes

   1） All parenthetical． references to the text of／bseph Andrews apd to the

preface of same will refer to the Washington Square Press （New York） edition of

1963， with an． introduction by lrwin Ehtenpreis．

   2） Many ciitics have set forth the reading of this novel aS a Christian

allegory， perhaps becavse of the narrator's reference to “manners” and “sPecies．”

The length of this paper does not permit treat！nent of this topic， but for． further

information， see Martin C． Battestin， The Providence of VVit： Aspects of Form in

Augusta n Literq ture a nd the Arts （Oxford： Oxford UP， 1974）； Sean Shesgreen，

Literary Portraits in theハrovetsげ、Henりy Fielding（Dekalb：Northern IIIinois UP，

1972）；and Paul J． Korshin，・乃｛pologies in England 1650-1820（Princeton，． NJ：

                             （70）



princeton UP，1982）．

   3）For more thorough discussions of the nafrator．as character， see Wayne

C．Booth， The RhetOric of Fiction，2nd ed．（Chicago．：Uof Chlcago P，1983）；Robert

Jordan，“The Limits of皿lusion：Faulkner， Tielding， and Chaucer，'プCriticism 2．

（1960）：278-305；and Arthur Sherb6， Studies in the Ei8幽hteenth．Centu ryハlovel（N．

P．．：Michigan State UP，1969）。

                                                 ノヒ
    4） ．Baker points out that the‘‘voracious pike”si血韮e is repeat¢d in nearly

the same． 高曹獅獅??in／bnathan J Vild and in Amelia；．he also'traces the phrasing

of the comparison to James Saunders'1724 edition of The th〃iplcat Fisherman

which Fielding quoted extensively in Theαα御ρめη（Dec．15，1739）．

                      一   ， 一
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